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Ultimate Camping with Rain Checklist

Rain falls, but you don't have to let it ruin your camping trip. So here are some suggestions for
camping in the rain that can keep you safe and content as the rain begins to pour down. you

may enjoy watching a rainstorm or listening to raindrops hitting your tent!

CAMPING IN THE RAIN CHECKLIST

 Waterproof tent

 Tarp

 Canopy

 Portable power generator

 Groundsheet

 Gazebo

 Pare cord

 Rain gear (raincoat, poncho, wide-brim hat, umbrella, etc.)

 Backpack rain cover

 Waterproof boots

 Wicking base layer

 Plastic & waterproof bags

 Handwarmer

 Instant food

 Dry firewood

 Waterproof lighter

 Fuel

 Survival knife

 Camping hatchet

 First aid kit
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 Compass

BASIC CAMPINGMUST HAVES

Campsite Must Haves

 Tent (with stakes and footprints)

 Sleeping bag & pads & pillow

 Camp table & chair

 Flashlight or lantern

 Portable solar power generator

 Navigation tools

 Lighter & approved firewood

Camping Kitchen Must Haves

 Cooking grill or fuel

 Cooking stove

 Lighter/firestarter

 Cooking knife

 Cutting board

 Coffee maker

 One plate and bowl

 Knife, spoon, and fork

 Oven mitts

 Bottle opener

 Kitchen scissor

 Food storage container

 Cooking oil

 Water

 Eggs

 Seasoning

 Meat

 Potato

 Bread

Clothes/Footwear Must Haves

 Water-proof jacket

 Hiking pants or shorts

 Moisture-wicking underwear

 Water-proof hiking boots

 Hiking socks

 Gloves
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 Camp sandals

 Sun hat

 Bags for clean & dirty clothes

Hygiene & Toiletries Must Haves

 Hand sanitizer

 Toothbrush & toothpaste

 Shower kit

 Quick-drying towel

 Hairbrush

 Toilet paper

 Mirror

 Suncream

 Razor & shaving cream

 Baby wipes

 A portable solar shower

Clean-Up Must Haves

 Trash bags

 Environmental-friendly dish soap & towel

 Cleaning kit (wipes, sponge, etc.)

 Stain-remover pen

 Dustpan

 Portable sink for dishwashing

Safety & First Aid Must Haves

 Personal medication

 Bandages

 First aid kit

 Finger splints
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 Eye drops

 Bee sting kit

 Bug repellent

 Emergency blanket

 Map of area

 Whistle

 Thermometer

Personal Items Must Haves

 ID

 Credit card or cash

 Cell phone & charger

 Your keys

 License & permits

 Umbrella

 Eye mask

 Notebook & pen

 Park pass

Recreation Gear Must Haves

 Fishing kit

 Sports equipment (winter skater, volleyball, etc.)

 Swimming gear

 Kayak

 Board game or card

 Music player

 Video camera

HOW TO CAMP IN THE RAIN
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On the other hand, camping in the rain may be anything from a bit of inconvenience to a

pleasant adventure if you are well-prepared.

1. Pay Attention to Weather Forecast

You should be checking the weather prediction for the region where you'll be camping in the

days before your trip, even if, hopefully, this is clear to you. The forecast might have changed

since you last checked it, so check back often. Mountainous regions are particularly prone to

change because the weather is frequently erratic.

You should bring rain gear even if the forecast indicates the days will dry. You can experience

sudden winds picking up or an unsettling quiet while hiking or camping. Also, your dog may

start acting like a storm is coming. If these things happen, you should prepare for a storm.

2. Set Up Your Campsite

Camping in the rain has resulted in some of our most pleasant evenings spent in a tent

outside. My favorite is the sound of rainfall on your flysheet and the coziness of a warm, dry

sleeping bag at the end of a long day on the foggy path.

Step 1: Find A Right Campsite

Selecting the proper campground and tent position is one of the most critical stages to

ensuring that you will have a dry, warm, and happy experience camping in the rain. Placing

your tent in a low-lying region, such as at the base of a slope, is one of the worst decisions you

can make when setting it up. However, because it's typically open and relatively flat, it can be

tempting to pitch your tent there.

Select a campsite away from a river or lake with a little elevation. Waking up in three inches of

water during a downpour is not enjoyable. Even better, it will be more straightforward on

gloomy mornings to get yourself out of your sleeping bag if your tent faces the rising sun.
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And whatever you do, avoid locating your camp near a tree. Even after the rain has stopped,

showers will continue to fall on your head, and if the wind kicks up overnight, fallen limbs

could hurt you.

Step 2: Take AWaterproof Tent

A waterproof tent should be your top priority while planning your camping trip in the weather.

It should be tough enough to handle severe downpours with ease. You must first protect your

home base. Think about purchasing a tent with a vestibule. There are vestibules in some

compact trekking tents as well. By doing this, you can open the tent door while remaining dry.

In addition, some vestibules have enough surface area for you to store things underneath

them.

Step 3: Create An Outdoor Area with Tarp

Modern camping tarps are small and hardly apparent in your bag, yet they are indispensable

for having fun in the rain. Learn a few alternative methods to set up your tarp and use it to

cover a new space for cooking or socializing, expand the porch, or protect your tent.

And despite our extensive knowledge, hanging the tarp is always tricky! The trees, where are

they? Can we raise our rope to a suitable height? Is there a long rope here? Has the tarp

adequate space? Have we got extra tarps? The procedures for hanging a tarp are as follows:

 Lay out your tarp, take a visual measurement of your area, and check that your ropes are

long enough.

 To create your primary high line across, locate your two main trees. To attach your tarp

to this line, lay your rope between those two trees. Alternatively, fasten them to your

tarp if you're only using the corner ropes.

 Raise the cord on your ridge line to the two most giant trees. Make sure that this ridge

line is stretched taut and firmly fastened.

 Continue by attaching other sides and corners as you go. If necessary, use a support pole

and guide wires.
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Step 4: Consider Pop-up Canopy

These shelters can be helpful when vehicle camping in the rain as long as you don't expect

them to withstand severe winds, you're willing to take them down if necessary, and your

stake and support them well.

Step 5: Extra Layer inside of Your Tent

If the rain is severe and lasts long enough, moisture may still enter your tent, even with a tarp

underneath it. Add a layer of lining to the interior of your tent to solve this issue. Cut a piece

of the heavy plastic sheeting that builders use that is about six inches wider than the

circumference of your tent. By putting this inside your tent, you can prevent moisture from

penetrating and getting on your equipment.

3. Camping in the Rain Meals

No matter how much it may rain, cooking inside your tent is never a good idea. The tents are

very explosive. Therefore the risk is not worth it. Although it may not always be necessary,

being able to cook while camping in the rain can be a vital ability. By being more proactive in

your planning, you may reduce cooking in the shower and prevent eating a soggy meal by

using these camping techniques for cooking in bad weather.

Step 1: Plan Your Meals

Often, the last thing you want to do is cook in the rain. You'll need more calories than usual to

stay warm overnight, which is unfortunate because it will be cold and rainy. Pack prepared

meals that cook fast or dried foods if you anticipate being in a lot of rain.

Step 2: Create a Campfire

It takes skill to build a campfire effectively, and it's more challenging to do so in the rain with

fuel that can be wet. To begin with, you must guarantee that you can always ignite a fire.

When camping, you need a dependable lighter, whether the fire is a campfire, a tiny stove, or

anything else.
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From least to most effective, your options for starting a significant fire are waterproof

matches and a waterproof lighter. Here, water resistance is crucial. Wet standard matches are

pointless. Then you require tinder. Tinder is a quick-burning, lightweight material that rapidly

catches fire. You may still have a few options for fuel in a damp and rainy environment.

Step 3: Cook When Camp in the Rain

Remember that you shouldn't use your camp stove inside your tent, but unless it's pouring,

you should be able to find enough cover to prepare a fast dinner while camping. It can be

appealing to skip dinner and retire to your tent for an early night. It is advisable to use a tent

stove explicitly made for use inside a tent when cooking inside one. Not just any tent, though.

Stock jacks are also required so that the gases can escape from the tent.

There are some recommendations for camping in the rain:

 Camping Tacos: are a quick and enjoyable lunch or dinner option. Each camper can

create their own bag with all their favorite taco ingredients! Then, prepare the meat

home and reheat it on the camp burner.

 Camping sandwiches: are always a good choice for camping outings in the rain. Ham,

tuna, egg salad, etc. There are countless ways to create a delicious sandwich.

 Pasta salads: are a fantastic make-ahead alternative for camping meals. They're excellent

for lunches in particular. To complete the dish, add a source of protein, such as cooked

chicken or beans.

4. Keep YouWarmWhen YouWet

If you're fortunate enough to reside in a region where it occasionally rains but remains

relatively warm, you might not be as concerned about having all this gear to keep you dry. But

staying dryer also means staying warmer because it gets colder when it rains.

Step 1: Pick Up the Plastic Bags
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Airtight Ziploc bags and large black garbage bags are easy to pack and reasonably priced.

They will save your life if you get trapped in the rain. To keep your pack dry, use the large,

black waste bags. The bags can also keep damp equipment out of the way, so it doesn't get

wet everywhere, like sopping shoes or garments.

Step 2: Make Your Layering System

A solid layering system and the appropriate camping rain gear will help you maintain a

comfortable body temperature by wicking away moisture when you're active and trapping it

when you start to cool off. Under a waterproof jacket or rain poncho, choose the base and

mid layers made of wool or polyester. Cotton is never a wise choice because it retains

moisture after being wet, rapidly lowering your body temperature. When you're hanging out

at camp, you'll need dry clothes to change into and something hot to warm yourself, so be

sure to carry an extra set of base layers and wool socks in a waterproof bag.

You'll need a top-notch waterproof jacket, a pair of waterproof pants, and a pair of

waterproof boots if you're camping in the rain. Next, you must put the appropriate layers

underneath this outer armor. Underlayers are absorbent and quick to dry, helping you

maintain a stable body temperature while allowing perspiration to dissipate.

Step 3: Take Waterproof Bags

Use a suitable weather-resistant or even waterproof bag to protect your equipment. Don't

rely on your typical hiking backpack's water resistance. Instead, you should always pack

everything you need for a rainy camping trip into a waterproof bag, even if your tent is

waterproof. It includes your sleeping bag, a change of clothes, food, any electronics, and any

medical or emergency supplies.

5. Don’t Forget to Take a Portable Power Station

Being ready enables you to survive rainy disasters on your camping trip. Therefore, it is vital to
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provide you and your family has access to the electronic equipment needed to stay in touch,

safe, and comfortable during severe weather occurrences.

One of the essential items in your emergency supplies bag if you're camping in the rain is a

portable power station1. How do you plan to contact emergency services if your phone is

dead? How will you find your way if you become lost or your flashlight runs out of battery in

the dark woods late at night—especially on a rainy day? Those gadgets are fueled if you don't

have the means to keep them. A portable power station can help in these situations.

Jackery portable power stations2 are ideal for rainy-weather camping. All your electronics,

including the cook stove, lighter, heater, or warmer, can be charged using a regular power

outlet inside the tent. So no matter how much rain falls, you can stay in your tent or find a

warmer and lighter location.

6. Rain Camping Activities

A little rain shouldn't deter you too much in warm weather. So put on your raincoats and go

about your normal camping activities outside. Make the most of the shower. The idea that

rain ruins camping trips is common but should turn lousy weather into a good mood with

games.

If it starts to rain, you can still have a good time by briefly engaging in some of the activities

below for camping with rain:

 Tea Talk in the Rain: you don't typically have much time for gup shup with your close

friends in your busy daily routine, but you can take advantage of it when you're camping,

especially if it's raining and you can't do any outdoor activities. Although it's raining,

enjoy a cup of hot tea or coffee and chat with your pals.

 Card Games: by playing cards, you may pass the time that might otherwise seem tedious

1 Portable power station:
https://www.jackery.com/blogs/news/best-portable-power-station-for-appliances-during-camping
2 Jackery portable power stations: https://www.jackery.com/collections/portable-power-stations
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to give during a torrent of rain. Since you can't perform any outdoor activities in this

situation, the ideal indoor game will be playing cards with a large group of people.

 Reading:while camping, you must carry your favorite books with you because it is the

finest activity to do when it rains. It will also be enjoyable to read a book outside, away

from the bustle of the city.

MORE HACKS FOR CAMPINGWITH RAIN

It's challenging to camp in the rain. Particularly in the winter, it cannot be easy to have such

luck, so we're all accustomed to watching the weather forecast like a hawk to find a weekend

with suitable weather to go camping in the wilderness.

Be Aware of Rainy Danger

Wet ground is slippery footing, whether traversing miles of soggy terrain or just taking a few

steps outside the tent to dump some of your water. If you trip and fall on damp ground, you

could have a significant injury or become drenched in the muck in a less severe but still

undesirable scenario. Ensure your hiking boots or trail shoes have sufficient traction and fit

your feet comfortably. When traversing streams or damp rocks, use trekking poles to increase

your stability.

Make sure you are far from a lake's edge or a shallow area close to a river. Rain can cause

water to rise, even over river banks; stay away from the site. Make sure your campground is

200 feet away from rivers, lakes, and streams in any weather. Find a windbreak, such as a

boulder, wall of plants, or trees, to put between yourself and the wind if a storm is

particularly windy.

Prepare the Survival Kit in Rainy Camp
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To stay safe, you should have everything you need in a survival kit3. In addition, it is the most

critical aspect of preparing a portable power station for a wet trip. So, even if the power goes

out, you can still use your devices and lights and charge your electronics.

You know those pocket-sized chargers you can buy to boost your cell phone when you're out

and about? The Jackery4 produces a transportable, rechargeable, battery-powered generator.

An internal lithium-ion rechargeable battery powers your gadgets by converting DC from the

battery to AC through a pure sine wave inverter.

 Jackery Explorer 2000 Pro5: It is a dependable resource in times of need. The powerful

Jackery Explorer 2000 Pro is an excellent option if you need to charge a lot of appliances.

With 200W solar panels, it just takes two hours to charge fully. Temperature core

detectors in the lithium-ion battery and the two chips guarantee secure charging.

Additionally, this power source produces 53 decibels to ensure quiet charging.

 Jackery Explorer 15006: The Jackery Explorer 1500 is suitable for running heavy power

equipment, electric microwave ovens, or air conditioners. It has a 30% energy efficiency

rating and can run seven devices simultaneously. This power station has a battery

management mechanism to ensure it functions securely. You can effortlessly operate

your appliances thanks to the one-button design.

 Jackery Explorer 1000 Pro7: The Jackery Explorer 1000 Pro can come to your rescue if

you're on a tight budget. It is more portable and lighter, making it ideal for off-grid

survival. Additionally, the LED light ensures your outdoor safety while the pure sine wave

inverter safeguards your equipment. Not only that, but the twin 100W rapid charge

supplies consistent power to gadgets like drones, iPads, phones, and cameras.

Additionally, you can select AC ports, A-ports, C-ports, or DC carports based on your

demands. You'll appreciate the simple-to-read screen that displays input/output and

available reserves.

3 Survival kit: https://www.jackery.com/blogs/news/what-to-put-in-a-survival-backpack
4 Jackery for camping: https://www.jackery.com/pages/solar-generator-for-camping
5 Jackery Explorer 2000 Pro: https://www.jackery.com/products/explorer-2000-pro-portable-power-station
6 Jackery Explorer 1500: https://www.jackery.com/products/explorer-1500-portable-power-station
7 Jackery Explorer 1000 Pro: https://www.jackery.com/products/explorer-1000-pro-portable-power-station
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https://www.jackery.com/products/explorer-1000-pro-portable-power-station
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ABOUT JACKERY

Jackery is the world’s leading portable power solutions provider. We design, develop and

manufacture portable power products for phones, laptops, cameras, drones, and more. We

are dedicated to providing our customers with sustainable and reliable power solutions. Our

products are designed to be safe, easy to use, and environmentally friendly. With over 100

patents and industry-leading technology, we constantly innovate to bring you the best

portable power solutions. Jackery products are available in over 100 countries and have been

recognized by Forbes, Time, GQ, Esquire, and more.
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